March 7, 2016

The following is the Addendum to the First List of applicants who have been interviewed as of March 2, 2016 and are recommended for admission on a first come, first serve basis by the Committee on Admissions to the First Year Class, College of Medicine, school year 2016-2017 upon the submission and satisfactory completion of all the requirements at the Registrar’s Office. To reserve their slots, they must pay a non-refundable, non-transferrable Reservation Fee on or before Monday, March 21, 2016. Payment of reservation fee is required prior to enrollment.

ADDENDUM TO THE FIRST LIST
OF ACCEPTED APPLICANTS
FOR FIRST YEAR MEDICINE
SCHOOL YEAR 2016-2017

Start of List
AGONCILLO, MARIANE PAULA CALO
ALDA, REECE LAWRENCE ALDA
ANDAYA, LYRA HANNAH FEYE BISMONTE
ANTONIO, DOMINIC MARTIN LIM
ARCE, CHRISTINE GRACE SAN MIGUEL
ARQUINES, JOHN PAUL SANCHEZ
BALINONG, ANGELOU NARAGA
BAQUIRAN, SHANNON CAKE MILLO
BAUTISTA, TIMOTHY JOHN LIBOT
BERBERABE, RICA KATREENA BAY
BURGONIO, KATHRYN ELLYSE CAHILIG
CAYETANO, TANYA MONICA TAGAO
CLARO, CESAR IAN TAN
CORRALES, KATHLEEN SANTOS
CRUZ, DAVID MERCADO
DE GUZMAN, MONICA QAMAN
DEL MUNDO, JOVIE ANGELIE CHAN
DIALOGO, AL-GIAN MENDOZA
DIAZ, KRIZZLE JOY IMATONG
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DOPLAYNA, MARIA ANJELICA BARRIOS
EDUARDO, DANIELLE DOMINIQUE LACDAN
ESTANISLAO, MICHAELLE LOUISE PACIS
EXMUNDO, MELISSA LEGASPI
FERNANDEZ, REY ARTURO TAPIA
FONTANILLA, ENRIQUE LUIS DAZO
FRANCISCO, ANNE MARIE AMURAO
FRANCO, ROEN MAKANAS
GATICALES, CZARINA ALEXEI SINORO
GO, ANNA VERONIKA PALLANAN
GREGORIO, MARY EURIELLE MAMALIO
GUEVARRA, KIMBERLY ANNE PANGAN
HERNANDEZ, SHAIRA BADULIS
IGLESIAS, FEDERICO IVAN PASCUA
JALANDONI, JOHN PAUL STO. DOMINGO
JIMENEZ, ANGELA MARIE DE OCAMPO
LALUCES, CAMILLE LAPUZ
LEDDA, JERLYN MAE GUTIERREZ
LEDESMA, BEATRIX REINA BERNALDO
LEE, MIKIENA FRANCIA BADILLA
LOPEZ, KATE PINGUL
MACUHA, SADEEN NAGAL
MAGBUHAT, JUNEL CARLA ORDIZ
MARQUEZ, DAVID LANCE BANTOG
MARTINEZ, CARLO STEFAN QUITANGON
MARTINEZ, JESSICA HIPOLITO
MASLOG, ETHAN ANGELO SUELLO
MAURICIO, ANTONIO YNER RESURRECCION
MENDOZA, MARIA NOREEN PUNO
MORDENO, RAPHAELL GIANCARLO BANDA
NAKPIL, AURORA SUTER
OCAMPO, ORIELLE KLARISSE DY
PADILLA, CAMILLE JOICE HERMOSO
PALAD, MICHAEL JONATHAN REGALA
PANAGSAGAN, JAMY ALEJANDRO
PENAMANTE, FAITH NICOLE BUMATAY
PINPIN, AUDREY SHAWNTEL PATAWARAN
PONCE, JOSEPH DAVID SALONGA
PUA, MARK ANTHONY FUGEN
QUENERI, CLARISSE AU ANTONETTE MARQUEZ
RECTO, SAIRO LORRAINE DANGANAN
REVIDAD, JOHNNY MABATO
ROMERO, YNA FRANCESCA DIMATATAC
SABULAO, FRAULIEN DAWN CELEDONIO
SAN PEDRO, JOANNA GEE LEE HO
SANQUI, RESIAH LORaine DELA CRUZ
SANTOS, KRISTIN JANINA CASTRO
SORIA, CHEZZKA KATES DEL ROSARIO
TAN, JULIENNE MARIE CHUA
TAN, ROCHELLE ANNE RESPICIO
TAN, ZURIEL ALKIAN CIRIACO
TELAN, IRIS PAMELA MACARAÑAG
TUANO, MARIA ROSARIO ANDREA
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VIDUYA, JULIA MAE PASCUAL
VILLALONGJA, CLIFFORD BROSAS
VILLANUEVA, CHRISTIA MARIE GUEVARRA
VIVAS, ANGELI MUYA LAYGO
VOCAL, ISSA CARMINA SALAMAT
YABUT, JOHN EROLL ALIPAO
YADAO, LARIMEL JEAN PABALAN
YUAGA, JEREMY THOMAS CASTAÑEDA
ZHUANG, KEVIN TAN

*No other entry follows
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